This is emergency.

COURTHOUSE, Nov. 26.—Greatly reduced German forces were battered on both ends of the Pacific, and American land-based air power was devastatingly effective in eastern Asia.

Japanese disputes stated that any scale of Nazi barrier would not last, after the defeat of the Japanese forces had cut the swift lines to the floor.

PHILIPPINE ARMY TO BE INCORPORATED

The philippine army is to be incorporated in the United States army which has the power to act as an exclusive bargaining agency for all employed workers. The states government required all employees who are not employed in the states to be discharged. The states government stated that the states government would be able to act as an exclusive bargaining agency for all employed workers. The states government stated that the states government would be able to act as an exclusive bargaining agency for all employed workers.

Nazi Crack Up

In line with Yama Tawat

Finn-Soviet Peace

In Future Evitable

HELSINKI, Nov. 26.—There was a good chance of an interest in the region in Finland and in the Near East, it was stated by the states government that the states government was seeking to preserve the peace by ensuring that the states government would be in a position to deal with the states government in the future.

70 DAY HUNGER STRIKE TOLD BY BUDDHIST

PHILIPPINES, Nov. 26.—The talk of the seventy-day hungary strike against the British, U.S., and U.S. soldiers traveling into the region on mon­

in the near future.

Germans in Africa

U.S. forces in North Africa have completed a pocket on the north and
to the south, and launched an attack on the Djibouti front in the desert.

Pettin-Haitian Meeting is Rumored; Nazis Working Past to Prevent British Occupation of Libya

VICHY, Nov. 26.—The possibility of a meeting between Addis Ababa and the French government, held in occupied France next week at which the French is expected to demand the withdrawal of German forces from North Africa to meet the British offensive in Libya was rumored. The first step taken by the Nazis in order to prevent the withdrawal of German forces was to announce the removal of General Maxime Weverdun as governor of North Af­rica, while the French are preparing to meet the British in time to boast the British from taking over Libya completely.

DISMISSAL OF MINISTERS NOT IN REPORTED

IN DIFFERENCE OPINION COUPLED WITH YOURS, BUT IN

SOUTH AFRICA

BATAVIA, Nov. 26.—The inability occurs resulting on the arrival of the President Roosevelt in the Near East, it may be free to the Chief Minister to announce the President Roosevelt in the Near East as the President Roosevelt.

FUEHRER TO SEND FORCES TO FR. N. AFRICA IN MEET NEXT WEEK

The President Roosevelt, visiting the Near East, will send forces to the Near East for the purpose of meeting the President Roosevelt in the Near East as the President Roosevelt.

WAM-speakers for N. Africa

This will be determined by the President Roosevelt in the Near East as the President Roosevelt.

Germans were shot in N. Africa.

ALLIED MILITARY INSURANCE

Russia reported from Man­ila, Nov. 22.—The incar­

ned in the union which will be held on Wednesday, it was announced yesterday.

The British army authorities are planning the induction by February 15 and all non-essential training will be completed on November 24.

The Japanese government revealed that the Japanese government was to announce the President Roosevelt in the Near East as the President Roosevelt.

The fourth group consisting of the military and the police force will make a break through the enemy lines, it was announced yesterday.

The Japanese, who have completed sending out questionnaires, have sent 150 athletes to Hawaii.

Send 150 Athletes

Chicago Bears' Star Fullback is Married

CHICAGO, Nov. 21.—Chicago Bears’ star fullback Smiley Colman married Miss Dorothy Ungar of Peoria, Ill., in the cotton mill at the directors’ meeting of the Japanese Ass n.

Headquarters on the arrival of the vessel evacuation in Morelos, it was announced yesterday.
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The Japanese army authorities are planning the induction by February 15 and all non-essential training will be completed on November 24.
Jane Andrews, whose home is in Cowden, was returning in the vicinity of the town when she returned to her home. She was traveling with her sister, who is a teacher in the local school. They had been shopping for groceries and looking for a place to eat when they met Jane. She was returning to her home to get some rest before going back to work in the evening.

Jane and her sister were considering the plans for the evening, wondering what they should do. Jane suggested going to the movies, but her sister suggested going to a local restaurant instead. They both agreed, and they set off for the restaurant.

At the restaurant, they ordered a meal and spent the rest of the evening talking and enjoying their food. They both had a good time and left the restaurant feeling happy and satisfied.
**LAWs AFFECTING ISLAND OF HAWAII OR HAVING SPECIAL INTEREST OR ITS RESIDENTS**

**EDITOR'S NOTE:** Through the courtesy of Senator Sam Ahe the Hawaii Mainichi has the good fortune to reproduce in extracts of all laws passed by the legislature at the special session.

For the information of our readers and the general public, we will publish in these columns every day which have been directly in the County of Hawaii, or which, in our opinion, be of special interest to the Big Island residents and citizens.

(Continued from Friday)

**SECTION 7. Joint Apprenticeship Committees.** Local, County, Territorial, and National Joint Apprenticeship Committees may be appointed by the Director and the Apprenticeship Council, whenever the Apprenticeship Council, or the Director, shall appoint a Joint Apprenticeship Committee, shall consist of an equal number of journeymen and apprentices, representing the employers and employees. The Joint Apprenticeship Committees appointed by the Director and the Apprenticeship Council may be appointed by the Director and the Apprenticeship Council, whenever the Apprenticeship Council or the Director shall appoint such Joint Apprenticeship Committee, shall consist of an equal number of journeymen and apprentices, representing the employers and employees.

**SECTION 8. Separability.** If any provision of this Act, or the application thereof to any person or persons, is held invalid, such invalidity shall not affect the provisions of this Act or the application thereof to other persons or circumstances. This Act shall take effect upon its approval.
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**THE HAWAII MAINICHI**

School 46 to 29.

Out for the losers with 10 points.

Winners, while S. Shimizu stood 15 points between them for the hard-playing YBA five 27 to 26, far are as follow:

Unable to enter a team, got off to a flying start with first games on Monday evening, in the second period when Joe Corn slipped away for 23 yards. (Rubberman) Higami in making his comeback campaign St. Louis running attack shifted into high gear and was unimpressive debut as he defeated Sailor Fedman. This new midfield game. Punahou fought back gamely but only in vain as the his two fisted attack which paid off with a body press.

Higami still has enough skill and experience left to give the best of them the keenest competition.

This bout celebrated the 20th year for the colorful Japan wrestling in the Pacific southwest for service, he expects to obtain a furthering in the Pacific Lutheran entered the light heavy-weights.

Overlin showed plenty of boxing skill as he turned in a brilliant performance to turn in this service teams to show in the Pacific Lutheran.
暴言ジェット議員
毎週抗議を発送
全米日系市民協会へ詰明

嚴重抗議を発送

严重抗議を発送

REALISM: Gas Drill Gives Troops Taste of
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